Smart Meetings
The way we meet is evolving and reflects changing
attitudes towards collaboration in the workplace.
Nowadays we want to engage and meet in flexible
and dynamic ways. Advancements in technology has
allowed us to examine the current approaches to the
way we conduct meetings. Meetings nowadays have
become much more collaborative and no longer
happen in one place.

Smart Meetings is our cloud collaboration solution
that enables a high-quality video experience
across devices and technologies.

Employees now have higher expectations when it comes
to collaborating in the workplace. They want to work
smarter and faster with an integrated set of collaboration
tools and applications. However, the reality is that visual
collaboration solutions have traditionally existed in
silos with varied standards, limited interoperability
and a disparate user experience.

Smart Meetings eliminate any technology barriers and
enables any-to-any connectivity across vendors,
platforms, standards and devices.

Smart Meetings enable a new era in visual
communications and helps collaboration
technology evolve.

Smart Meetings enable seamless and productive video
meetings from anywhere - making it easy for remote,
distributed or virtual teams to collaborate whether
they are in the office, at home or on travel.

Smart Meetings bring people together in secure meeting
spaces - encouraging teamwork, driving performance and
improving productivity. Smart Meetings empower
employees and improves the meeting experience.
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Smart Meetings
Smart Meetings provide
a secure, reliable and
inviting meeting
experience - enabling
teams to work together,
everywhere.
We need to make it easier for
people to come together. We need
one place where everyone can meet
- where our physical and digital
workspaces create a seamless
meeting experience.
Smart Meetings provide one
place, where people can truly
work together in a seamless
and reliable way.
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Meeting Spaces
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Personal Spaces is your personal meeting space
for professional video meetings. Team Spaces
is a dedicated meeting space for teams, projects
or departments.

Device Subscriptions are subscription plans for all
types of room and desk devices. Get unlimited video
calling on a dedicated global network.

Events
Events allow you to record and stream live video
events and create on-demand content, including
webinars, training sessions and organization-wide
video meetings from Personal or Team Spaces.

Meeting Access
Smart Meeting Access provides any-to-any connectivity
and is fully interoperable with Skype for Business and
Google Hangouts Meet.

Meeting Assistant
Meeting Assistant is a mobile app that makes
it easy to schedule, join, invite and manage
your video meetings.

Smart Meetings transform the way teams
visually collaborate in the physical and
digital workplace.
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